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Create your Multilingual Exhibition
About the Multilingual Exhibition
The explanatory-knowledgeable multilingual structure in interactive multimedia/
multi sensorial placements/ spaces intends to propose an approximation to the
language and multilingualism, pushing for the emotional participation, the sharing,
the mutual narration, and empathy. The variety of presentation materials in the show
has to give space and support, it is a type of cognitive/informative approach otherwise
a narrative and affective approach (mind and heart). Each placements/path has to be
significantly cognitive experience, in other words has to:






Supply and strengthen the knowing on a variety of linguistics e multilingualism,
presenting attention to the public of the youth to whom the priority show aims
to inform (students from 6 to 14 years old) but also to adults (anecdotal
materials and information, news and curiosity, differentiated exemplified
didactics in the basis of age of the younger visitors)
To push for consideration and the linguistic meta-reflection
To construct a playful experience and "strong" motives
To make use of a majority communicative codes – sensorial (to stimulate the
visual, auditory, oral, tactile, etc.)

The Exhibition contains 6 paths:
1. Languages of the World
2. Words of Courtesy
3. Numbers and Numbering
4. Multilingual Narrations
5. Linguistic Contaminations
6. Story Telling

Path Number 1. Languages of the World
RECREATE ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES:
1. Make a language tree of Europe to show how languages of Europe evolved in
time. There are many examples in different languages of this on the internet (see
photos). You can print in out in large scale or make one together with the pupils
on cardboard and with paint. You can also print out/buy a map without colors
and color the countries together with the children based on the most spoken
language there (all countries with English, Arabic, Spanish, French as first/official
language) and so on.
2. Ask pupils to bring a small photograph of themselves to class and a written text
like: Hello my Name is … and my mother tongue(s) is/are. Stick these photos and
texts on the map or the language tree to create a nice overview where all pupils
in your class are coming from/ have their language roots
3. If you would like to create the activity with digital media tools instead of doing
some handicraft work, you can try the following: create an online map of Europe
or the whole world and add pictures/notes/audio to the countries where your
pupils are coming from. Visitors can click on the map to see and listen to your
pupils and find out where they are from (see materials for open source programs
to create maps like these)
Language tree:

Map of world languages:

MATERIALS:
 Open source program for interactive maps: https://www.scribblemaps.com
 Laptop/computer/ tablet with speakers
 Cardboard, photographs, paint, markers etc.

Path Number 2. Words of Courtesy
RECREATE ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES:
1. Create a Language Poster with the help of pupils. They are image/applicable
inserts that represent the following words of courtesy:
 Hello
 Excuse me, (I’m)Sorry
 Thank you
 Please
 Yes
 No
 Good morning
 How are you
 Fine/Good
Close to each word of courtesy insert the correspondence in, at least, a set of 10
different languages (between which there are Italian and English).
2. Create a Map of the world with some different woven (see picture below)
3. Record people say Hello in 10 different languages.

MATERIALS:
Posters, paper, marker pen, different kind of woven (better recycle wovens), ipad or
synthesizer and micromixer where you can record your voice.

Path Number 3. Numbers and Numbering
RECREATE ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES:
Numbers in Europe
1. Ask students in which European languages they can count to 10. Then, together
try to practice counting in several European languages, eg. English, French,
Spanish, Polish (you can use the videos suggested in the section: PHOTOS,
VIDEO, GRAPHICS)
2. Prepare and analyze with your pupils a poster or infographic. It should
summarize names of numbers in selected European languages. You can use
the tables proposed in the section with materials as an example or make
completely different one with pupils. Then, think together on following issues:
 In which countries a pronunciation of the numbers is similar and in which is
very different?
 What are the reasons of these similarities and differences?

Numbers around the world
Divide the class into 4 groups. Suggest that each group should prepare information
and materials on the 4 numeral systems:
•
•
•
•

Eastern Arabic numerals
Greek numerals
Chinese numerals
Hebrew numerals

Information collected by the pupils should include:
•
•
•

An origin and brief history of the numeral system
Areas of the world where the system is in use
Graphic writing and pronunciation of numbers in a given system from
0 to 12

Encourage students to present information gathered by the teams using a map and
prepared materials / posters / illustrations. Then, pay their attention to the fact that
although different numeral systems use different signs, their use around the world is
the same. One example is the clock face, which can always look the same, despite the
fact that operates at different numbers on the dial.
Ask each group to prepare a sketch or drawing of a clock face with chosen numeral
system, using paper, markers and paints or any selected computer program. Projects
prepared by pupils should be presented at the exhibition.

You can also show pupils examples of clock faces from different parts of the world,
using the images proposed below. Pupils can compare their work with the set of
presented examples.

MATERIALS:
 Large cartons, marker pens, crayons, paint

 Any,

simple graphics program, if pupils choose to prepare their work in an
electronic form

Path Number 4. Multilingual Narrations
Tell short fairytales, nursery rhymes, rhymes, and comic strips in different languages
or dialects

RECREAT ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES:
1. Select the text with your pupils. You can use a popular fairytale like the Grimm’s
stories, some song or rhyme known by the pupils available in different languages.
In alternative you can decide to write a story with their collaboration, depending
on the time you have at disposal for the development of the activity.
2. Prepare a poster with the storyboard and attach it to the wall in the classroom.
The results will be like a comic strip of your story, made by a series of illustrations
displayed in sequence. It will help the kids to pre-visualize the narration. Beside
each illustration they will write the text of the dialogues among characters or the
description of the scene. At this point they will have to decide the languages
spoken by the different characters, so to introduce the multilingual element in
the activity.
3. Decide with the pupils how to tell the story. You have different options.
4. Here are some ideas:
o Role-play. Pupils play the roles of the characters. The performance is video
recorded by the teacher.
o Kamishibai. A paper theatre is the set of story cards with attractive drawings
on a side. On the back, the text of the story is written in different languages.
A narrator or performers read or narrate the story while the spectators look
at the drawings. The performance is video recorded by the teacher.
o Storyboards, comics or animated videos. There are a lot of Web 2.0 tools to
tell stories. The results could be shared easily in Internet.
5. Define a section at the end of the activity for the evaluation. Even if the
assessment takes place throughout the entire process and serves to inform the
progress and difficulties encountered, organize a final discussion with the pupils
to talk about what they have learned and to reinforce it.

You can visit the following:
The Magic Meadow: https://storybird.com/books/the-magic-meadow-3/
How to create a comic overview: https://www.pixton.com/es/schools/overview
Using Kamishibai: http://www.kamishibai.com/
www.kamishibai.com/PDF/CreatingUsingKamishibai.pdf

MATERIALS:
 Computer, tablets or smartphones.
 Interactive whiteboard or traditional blackboard with a projector.
 Books, audios, songs.
 Poster, paper and pencils.
 Web 2.0 tools as: Pixton (storyboard and comic), Powtoon (animated
presentations), Storybird or Twinery (visual storytelling and interactive, non
linear stories)

Path Number 5. Linguistic Contaminations
RECREATE ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES:
1. Record your voice that tell the story of different Food. You can present a series of
culinary objects and groceries (fruit, vegetables, and foods) from which the
classifications today are presented in the vocabulary of different languages of the
countries. But also, on the contrary, words of groceries that the proper language is
becoming in other languages. Some examples for the Italian language:
o Different important words of the Italian language that originated from arabic,
spanish, french, english… you think croissant, omelette, baguette, hamburger
ect. (you see under for arabic) But also some words that made the opposite
trip (from Italy towards Latin America, Ethiopia…) you think of Pizza, Pasta,
ect.
2. Create a poster where pupils can draw different food and write on it their history

MATERIALS:
Ipad or synthesizer and micromixer where you can record the history of different
foods, paper, marketpen.

Path Number 6. Story Telling
Create a video where you achieve a read activity for the multilingualism and transmits
a sheltered path. In order to visualize the shows path. It suggests predicting the
presence of a story teller that will watch the people through their eyesight. A short
introduction and a debriefing finale. (Example)

CONTACT US
Project website: www.valuemultilingualism.org
Email: info@valuemultilingualism.org
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/valueerasmusproject/

